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Abstract. The Belgian nuclear research centre is almost exclusively devoted to nuclear R&D and
services and is able to generate 50% of its resources (out of 75 million Euro) by contract work and
services. The main areas of research include nuclear reactor safety, radioactive waste management,
radiation protection and safeguards. The high flux reactor BR2 is extensively used to test fuel and
structural materials. PWR-plant BR3 is devoted to the scientific analysis of decommissioning
problems. The Centre has a strong programme on the applications of radioisotopes and radiation in
medicine and industry. The centre has plans to develop an accelerator driven spallation neutron source
for various applications. It has initiated programmes to disseminate correct information on issues of
nuclear energy production and non-energy nuclear applications to different target groups. It has strong
linkages with the IAEA, OECD-NEA and the Euratom.

Introduction

The Belgian nuclear research centre (Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie • Centre d'etude de
l'energie Nucleaire, SCK»CEN) is an institute under the tutorial of the Belgian Federal
Minister in charge of energy. More than 600 highly qualified researchers and technicians
realise an annual turn-over of 75 million Euro, 50% being covered by a governmental subsidy
and 50% earned by contract work and services for the Belgian and foreign industry and the
European Union.

The situation for SCK'CEN as a nuclear research centre is rather unique. The Centre is nearly
exclusively devoted to nuclear R&D and services. We live in a country with a mature nuclear
industry, no nuclear defence research demand, and a society with an askance attitude towards
technology in general and nuclear in particular.

However R&D, or science are not specific domains but are dimensions, being imperatively
ubiquitous. As in the past, part of it can be performed at universities, however, hands-on
experience, broad ranging know-how and multidisciplinary approach flourish best around
rather heavy infrastructure, e.g. reactors, hot cells, waste storage labs. Power plants do have
(part of) this infrastructure but they don't have the mission to perform research.

Preservation and increase of knowledge is a prerequisite for a nuclear society. This
transgresses the operating time span of present day nuclear infrastructure, by the requirement
to monitor the long living tail of nuclear waste.

Notwithstanding the multiple international co-ordinating organizations e.g. IAEA,
OECD/NEA, Euratom, the proliferation threat forces co-operation through bilateral
agreements. A more elegant way, also putting to a test our training and education schemes, is
to run our larger facilities under the auspices of such international organizations.

Past and present situation of the nuclear research centre

Since its foundation in 1952, SCK'CEN acted as an attraction pole for other R&D and
industrial nuclear facilities: Eurochemic, a multinational project for demonstration of
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reprocessing technology, co-ordinated by OECD/NEA, the IRMM, Institute for Reference
Materials and Measurements, part of the JRC, the companies FBFC, Belgonucleaire and
Belgoprocess.

As of the late sixties, SCK'CEN started some diversification which gradually extended to
areas of alternative energy forms, environment, advanced ceramic materials, handling of
chemotoxic wastes, etc. SCK'CEN has been subject of subsequent restructurings and is now
(again) exclusively devoted to nuclear R&D and specific services requiring the use of its
nuclear oriented infrastructure.

Neither a mature Belgian nuclear industry, nor a nuclear defence development program is
driving for nuclear R&D. The main research projects and the associated infrastructure is
briefly as follows.

MAIN RESEARCH PROJECTS:

- Nuclear reactor safety — reactor pressure vessel steel embrittlement, corrosion of reactor
internals, materials for fusion reactors, high burnup and mixed oxide fuels, dosimetry and
reactor core validation.

- Radioactive waste research — research on the disposal of high level radioactive waste and
of spend fuel in geological clay formations, the decommissioning of nuclear installations
and the study of alternative waste processing techniques such as transmutation.

- Radiation protection and safeguards — site and environmental restoration, emergency
planning and response, radiobiology and scientific support to programmes of international
organizations.

MAJOR INFRASTRUCTUR

> The underground laboratory Praclay/Hades at a dept of 225m below the SCK»CEN site,
allows the study and demonstration of the feasibility of the disposal of heat generating
waste in clay.

>• The high flux reactor BR2 is used for tests on structural materials and fuel in normal and
accidental conditions for all types off reactors, for the fusion program and for the
production of radioisotopes and silicon doping. After an intensive refurbishment
program, the reactor restarted in April 1997 and is again at disposal for international
programmes for several years.

> The BR1 is natural uranium, graphite moderated, air-cooled research reactor. Its stable
neutron flux makes it extremely appropriate for benchmark and calibration purposes.

> The VENUS zero-power critical facility allows the detailed analysis of core
configurations, including MOX-fuel and is intensively used by international programmes
on core code validation and on pressure vessel dosimetry.

> The PWR-plant BR3, is considered as an European pilot project for the scientific analysis
of decommissioning problems, such as the realistic assessment of costs, doses and waste
production, and the demonstration of new techniques.

Challenges faced by the nuclear research centre

Our mission statement reads:
"Through research and development, education, communication and services, SCK»CEN shall
innovate with a perspective of sustainable development in nuclear safety and radiological
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protection, industrial and medical applications of radiation and the back-end of the fuel
cycle". To accomplish this mission some activities, in addition to the R&D, being pursued by
the Centre include:

Medical application of radiation

SCK»CEN has an historic jurisdiction on radiation protection, waste management and
radiation sources. This expertise is offered to the growing number of medical applications of
ionising radiation. In a concerted effort with the medical community opportunities have been
defined, e.g. with respect to the research and development of the application of new
radioisotopes and the optimisation of medical exposures.

Societal aspects: offer nuclear issues as a challenge to the academic world

Nuclear management has to consider daily non-technical factors, such as risk perception,
ethical and legal issues. Such encounter has often been considered as a confrontation between
science and emotions. SCK»CEN supports a scientific analysis of those societal aspects, in a
dialogue between nuclear scientists, engineers and academic researchers in social sciences. A
program has been set-up with reflection groups on the ethics of radiation protection and the
role of scientific experts and well-targeted research projects on the ethics of waste disposal
management, sustainable development, risk perception in emergency management and legal
accountability.

Communication, information and training: transparent to present and next generations

The nuclear community has difficulties to find confidence among several groups of the
society and observes a decreasing interest of the young generation to develop a nuclear career.
SCK#CEN is taking initiatives to disseminate scientifically — correct information to different
target groups on the basics and the living issues of nuclear energy production and non-energy
applications. The actions include an invitation to an open dialogue with all the stakeholders.

SCK»CEN offers also its know-how and infrastructure to maintain, in collaboration with the
universities, an adequate and attractive nuclear training program. It is a strategic decision to
continue SCK'CEN's young scientists program, offering opportunity to prepare doctoral and
post-doctoral works at SCK»CEN in close collaboration with universities.

The Myrrha project: a multipurpose neutron source

SCK'CEN is developing a small-scale (a few tens of MW) accelerator driven system, Myrrha.
Early 2001, the board of directors might decide to start the detailed design of Myrrha or to
continue at a lower level in the European context. Meanwhile, specific research is devoted to
the feasibility of a windowless spallation source design, the fast core configuration, the
cooling and the selection of structural materials. Generic R&D work is fitted in the European
5th framework program and in the initiative of Italy, France and Spain to develop a
demonstration type transmutator, to be operational around 2015. Myrrha has to be considered
as an essential step in this international programme.

Myrrha is to be considered as a multipurpose neutron source that might replace the BR2
reactor, with a reduced operating cost. The Myrrha design has also to look at the opportunity
for medical applications, such as proton therapy. Although, Myrrha is presently the only
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tangible large infrastructure project. Management continuously solicits other new competing
ideas and proposals.

Interaction of nuclear research centres with their environment

The diversification towards non-nuclear in most (nuclear) research centres reflects as well the
industrial maturity of the nuclear industry as the evolving attitude of society towards industry
and science.

The "de minimis" scenario for the nuclear society in general and for research centres in
particular is the preservation and increase of knowledge. This transgresses the operating time
span of present day nuclear infrastructure, by the requisite to monitor the long living tail of
nuclear waste.

Monasteries testimony on the proposition that knowledge preservation, transfer and increase
only prosper around facilities in operation with sufficient intake of young people. Education
and training might be sufficient for knowledge preservation, additional knowledge increase
requires new objectives, new projects, new challenges.

However present day trends are no longer along large endeavor e.g. breeder reactors, large
tokamaks or supercolliders. Larger than 1 billion euro investments are no longer accepted,
trends are towards back to basics, and small is beautiful. More tolerated are medical R&D,
fuel back-end studies, optimization of existing nuclear hardware and flirting with overlapping
research areas e.g. space, astro- or subatomic physics.

Otherwise formulated, nuclear research centres no longer experience a strong industry-pull,
but develop appealing new projects such as accelerated driven systems or high temperature
reactors, in order to generate new ideas and focus research. The "Myrrha" initiative fits in
here.

Collaboration and co-operation

Nuclear research always has had an international outlook, evidenced by the multiple co-
ordinating organizations e.g. IAEA, OECD — NEA, ICRP, Euratom. However, defence and
high level waste disposal are still booked under strict national sovereignty.

A second paradox is the economical trend towards globalisation and the political strive for
regionalism.

The end of the cold war set free an immense inventory of fissile material, nuclear
infrastructure, waste and human capital in the advanced countries coupled with the demand
and the urge of emerging countries for energy and international esteem.

SCK«CEN has no strategy in dealing with collaboration and co-operation. This is more dealt
with in an opportunistic way. Thoughts could be given to throw open our major labs e.g. the
BR2 reactor, the hot cells, the Hades/Praclay underground clay laboratory, the ADS design
project Myrrha, by running them under the auspices of international organizations as
mentioned above. Scientist secondments of participating countries are a presupposition. Basic
as well as specialized nuclear education and training can be warranted. Taken hostage by the
proliferation threat, present day co-operation is mainly bilateral, multiplying the
administrative effort to keep them going.
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